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IBM Sametime 8.5.2 Administration Guide
A practical hands-on user guide and eBook with time saving tips and
comprehensive instructions for using Lotus Notes effectively and efficiently.

IBM Lotus Domino: Classic Web Application Development
Techniques
eloper's Guide" provides a comprehensive supplement to the Lotus documentation.
This book is the ultimate guide for Lotus Notes 4.0 to 4.5 application development,
the dominant groupware product on the market used by over 4.5 million users.

Just Enough Governance for Notes
The first complete, practical guide to XPages development - direct from members
of the XPages development team at IBM Lotus Martin Donnelly, Mark Wallace, and
Tony McGuckin have written the definitive programmer's guide to utilizing this
breakthrough technology. Packed with tips, tricks, and best practices from IBM's
own XPages developers, Mastering XPages brings together all the information
developers need to become experts - whether you're experienced with
Notes/Domino development or not. The authors start from the very beginning,
helping developers steadily build your expertise through practical code examples
and clear, complete explanations. Readers will work through scores of real-world
XPages examples, learning cutting-edge XPages and XSP language skills and
gaining deep insight into the entire development process. Drawing on their own
experience working directly with XPages users and customers, the authors
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illuminate both the technology and how it can be applied to solving real business
problems. Martin Donnelly previously led a software startup that developed and
distributed small business accounting software. Donnelly holds a Commerce
degree from University College Cork and an M.S. in Computer Science from Boston
University. Mark Wallace has worked at IBM for 15 years on many projects as a
technical architect and application developer. Tony McGuckin participates in the
Lotus OneUI Web Application and iWidget Adoption Workgroup. He holds a
bachelor's degree in Software Engineering from the University of Ulster.

IBM Midmarket Software Buying and Selling Guide
This comprehensive exam guide and reference covers all the material on the Lotus
Notes & Domino R5 exam, including maintaining Domino R5 servers and users,
implementing a Domino R5 infrastructure, deploying applications, designer
fundamentals, application security and workflow, and application architecture.

Lotus Notes Developer's Guide
Showcases Lotus Notes' basic features, including organizing and sending email,
creating address books, and accessing databases.

Cisco Unity Deployment and Solutions Guide
XPages Portable Command Guide
Introduction I Planning Lotus Notes Applications 1 Introduction to Lotus Notes 3 2
Project Management 29 3 Project Phases 51 4 Business Process Analysis for Notes
Applications 75 II Elements of Application Design 5 Design Guidelines 99 6 The
Integrated Development Environment 125 7 Notes Databases 147 8 Form Design:
Part 1 169 9 Form Design: Part 2 205 10 View Design 241 11 Finishing Touches
271 III Advanced Design Elements 12 Notes Security and Application Design 293
13 Creating Mail-Enabled Applications 313 14 Automating Notes with Agents 335
15 Using Templates 363 16 Lotus Components 375 IV Using LotusScript 17
Introduction to LotusScript 403 18 Basic LotusScript Programming Concepts 439 19
Writing LotusScript 477 V Developing Applications for the Web 20 The Domino Web
Site 503 21 Designing Applications for the Web 533 22 Integrating HTML with
Notes 559 23 Integrating Java with Notes 579 24 Kona: Components for the
Internet 611 VI Developing a Web-Enabled Application 25 Library Project Analysis
623 26 Designing the Forms 635 27 The Requisitions Database 661 28
Documentation and Finishing Touches 691 VII Appendixes A Template List 709 B
Terms 713 C Online Resources 717 Index 723.

Lotus Notes and Domino 4.5
Lotus has restructured the exam process so that all three required exams are
geared directly toward skills that an Administrator will need and use. This book
gives candidates exactly what they need to know for the three tests, with sample
questions and a fast facts review. "Fast Track" titles covering the R5 CLP exams
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contain exclusive references to the official Lotus courseware in the text.

Instant IBM Lotus Notes 8.5.3 How-to
A Practical Primer for XPages Application Development, Debugging, and
Performance Using XPages, Lotus® Notes® and Domino® developers can quickly
create state-of-the-art web, mobile, and Notes client business applications using
standard technologies like HTML, JavaScript, CSS, and XML. Now, there’s a perfect
portable XPages quick reference for every working developer. Straight from the
experts at IBM®, XPages Portable Command Guide offers fast access to working
code, tested solutions, expert tips, and example-driven best practices. Drawing on
their unsurpassed experience as IBM XPages lead developers and customer
consultants, the authors explore many lesser known facets of the XPages runtime,
illuminating these capabilities with dozens of examples that solve specific XPages
development problems. Using their easy-to-adapt code examples, you can develop
XPages solutions with outstanding performance, scalability, flexibility, efficiency,
reliability, and value. Covers lots of commands and parameters related to XPages
behavior modification through xsp.properties Notes/Domino configuration files XSP
Command Manager and OSGi Console The XSP Client-Side JavaScript Object Server
Side JavaScript scripting Server Side JavaScript debugging via global functions,
simple programming constructs, and logging Instantly access all XPages
commands: Use this book as your quick offline solutions resource Logical how-to
topic groupings provide one-stop research Compact size makes it easy to carry
with you—wherever you go “Create Your Own Journal” section with blank, lined
pages makes it easy to personalize this book for your needs “What Do You Want to
Do?” chart inside the front cover helps you quickly find specific tasks Designed for
all Lotus and Domino developers with at least some XPages experience, XPages
Portable Command Guide is the ideal companion and follow-up to Mastering
XPages from IBM Press, the world’s #1 book on XPages technology.

10 Minute Guide to Lotus Notes 4.6
Written for programmers familiar with Notes, this guide focuses on some core
design and development concepts, providing tips, procedures, examples and
business applications for each concept. The first chapters deal with the process of
defining a solution for the customer. The remainder cover specific material
regarding LotusScript, classes in the Domino Object Model, Java, JavaScript, and
OLE automation. The CD-ROM contains example files and databases, and software
demo applications.

Lotus Notes Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations
Lotus Notes can do wonders for your workgroup's collaborative process -- from
helping you keep in touch with the home office while you're on the road to
affording access to important databases through the Internet or an organizational
intranet. Now completely updated for the latest Lotus Notes release, Lotus Notes
4.5 For Dummies Quick Reference is the ideal compact reference to keep you
productive. Here, you find ready-to-use instructions for performing hundreds of
common and not-so-common Lotus Notes functions -- including managing e-mail
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and your calendar, creating and accessing databases, interfacing with the World
Wide Web, and integrating Lotus Notes with the other software applications you
depend on. Best of all, this information is always right at your fingertips.

Lotus Notes 4.5 Administrator's Guide
Provides lessons explaining how to use the network management program to
communicate and share information.

Lotus Notes 4.5 For Dummies Quick Reference
Annotation Written by senior architects and specialists of IBM Software Services for
Lotus, this book for power users, administrators, and developers working with any
version of Lotus Notes/Domino who want to upgrade is a complete guide to the
most powerful new features and changes in Lotus Notes/Domino 8. It walks
through the new features in the Lotus Notes/Domino 8 suite and documents them
in a technical, descriptive way, rather than presenting tutorials and examples;
covers likely problems while upgrading; and shows how to get the most of the
exciting new features. Lotus Notes is an integrated desktop client option for
accessing business email, calendars, and applications on a Lotus Domino server.
Domino is an application server that can be used as a standalone web server or as
the server component of IBM's Lotus Domino product, which provides a powerful
collaborative platform for developing customized business applications and
enterprise-grade email, messaging, and scheduling capabilities.

Ibm Lotus Sametime 8 Essentials
The IBM® Midmarket Software Buying and Selling Guide is tailored specifically to
help the management and IT staff of small and midsized businesses evaluate how
the IBM midmarket portfolio can provide simple and cost-effective solutions to
common business problems. Along with a midmarket customer focus, this IBM
RedpaperTM publication is designed to help IBM teams and Business Partners be
more effective in serving small and midsized businesses. We illustrate how IBM
software for the midmarket can help businesses use the Web to reduce expenses,
improve customer service, and expand into new markets. We cover the IBM
software offering for the midmarket, which includes what the software does, the
platforms it runs on, where to find more information, and how it can help your
business become more profitable: - IBM Business Partners often keep a printed
copy of this guide in their briefcases for software references - Customers can view
this guide online and look up software-value messages and IBM product family
offering comparisons - IBM Sales Representatives can print parts of this guide as
"leave-behinds" for customers, to give them extra collateral on midmarket
software of interest To make sure that you have the latest version of this guide,
download it from this web address:
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/redp3975.html?Open

Domino Designer 6
A Practical Primer for XPages Application Development, Debugging, and
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Performance Using XPages, Lotus® Notes® and Domino® developers can quickly
create state-of-the-art web, mobile, and Notes client business applications using
standard technologies like HTML, JavaScript, CSS, and XML. Now, there’s a perfect
portable XPages quick reference for every working developer. Straight from the
experts at IBM®, XPages Portable Command Guide offers fast access to working
code, tested solutions, expert tips, and example-driven best practices. Drawing on
their unsurpassed experience as IBM XPages lead developers and customer
consultants, the authors explore many lesser known facets of the XPages runtime,
illuminating these capabilities with dozens of examples that solve specific XPages
development problems. Using their easy-to-adapt code examples, you can develop
XPages solutions with outstanding performance, scalability, flexibility, efficiency,
reliability, and value. Covers lots of commands and parameters related to XPages
behavior modification through xsp.properties Notes/Domino configuration files XSP
Command Manager and OSGi Console The XSP Client-Side JavaScript Object Server
Side JavaScript scripting Server Side JavaScript debugging via global functions,
simple programming constructs, and logging Instantly access all XPages
commands: Use this book as your quick offline solutions resource Logical how-to
topic groupings provide one-stop research Compact size makes it easy to carry
with you—wherever you go “Create Your Own Journal” section with blank, lined
pages makes it easy to personalize this book for your needs “What Do You Want to
Do?” chart inside the front cover helps you quickly find specific tasks Designed for
all Lotus and Domino developers with at least some XPages experience, XPages
Portable Command Guide is the ideal companion and follow-up to Mastering
XPages from IBM Press, the world’s #1 book on XPages technology.

IBM Lotus Notes and Domino 8.5.3
A comprehensive and painless way to learn the important development features of
Lotus Notes and Domino R5. The lesson-a-day format offers real-world, task-based
step-by-step insight to successful mastering of workflow applications. Learn basic
Domino application development, as well as the new features of R5 including new
@functions, be introduced to JavaScript and LotusScript and learn to write
advanced formulas and agents.

Developer's Guide to Lotus Notes and Domino R5
A compact Lotus Notes User Guide, this book covers best practices, hints, tips, and
tricks of Lotus Notes 8.5 Client Interface and Mail features. It draws on real-world
examples and you will find this book to be an invaluable reference for Lotus Notes.
The material has been carefully selected from Packt's fuller IBM Lotus Notes 8.5
User Guide. If you are a business user who wants to get the most out of Lotus
Notes, then this book is for you. From beginners to seasoned professionals, this
book aims to cover the Client Interface and Mail features, best practices, tips,
tricks, and tools that enable you to work smarter-almost effortlessly-in Lotus Notes
8.5.

Lotus Notes Domino 8 Upgrader'S Guide
In this book, IBM and Lotus insiders demonstrate exactly how to make the most of
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Domino 5's exceptionally powerful clusters to maximize both availability and
scalability. The authors cover every phase of clustering: planning and design,
installation and configuration, day-to-day management, troubleshooting, and more.
Learn how to use Domino R5's new Internet Cluster Manager (ICM) to extend
failover and load balancing capabilities to Web browsers, enhancing the reliability
of any Web applications. Coverage also includes: clustering multiple servers in
cross-platform environments; clustering combinations of R5 and R4.5 servers;
deploying multiple clusters in a Domino domain; including partitioned servers
within clusters; and spanning multiple LAN segments to create campus-wide
clusters. Many examples utilize Windows 2000, but this is the only Lotus Domino
R5 clustering guide that also provides full coverage of clustering in Linux
environments.

Lotus Notes
10 Minute Guide to Lotus Notes 4.5 Web Navigator
Demonstrates the fundamentals of the e-mail management system while
explaining how to format text, create an address book, and access the system
remotely

10 Minute Guide to Lotus Notes Mail 4.6
A step-by-step book and eBook guide for web application development and quick
tips to enhance applications using Lotus Domino.

Survival Guide for Lotus Notes and Domino Administrators
Lotus Notes is an integrated desktop client option for accessing business email,
calendars, and applications on a Lotus Domino server. Domino is an application
server that can be used as a standalone web server or as the server component of
IBM's Lotus Domino product, which provides a powerful collaborative platform for
development of customized business applications. It also provides enterprise-grade
email, messaging, and scheduling capabilities.

Survival Guide for Lotus Notes and Domino Administrators
Domino System Administration
Cisco Unity Deployment and Solutions Guide shows you how to integrate Cisco
Unity with Cisco IP-based communication solutions, including Cisco CallManager.
Part I introduces you to the Cisco Unity architecture and teaches you about the
Cisco Unity feature set. Part II helps you design and deploy a unified message
solution with Cisco Unity, and Part III helps you manage and administer your
solution by leveraging the tools within Cisco Unity. Cisco Unity Deployment and
Solutions Guide teaches you all that you need to know about designing, deploying,
and managing a sustainable, unified messaging solution.
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Sams Teach Yourself Lotus Notes 7 in 10 Minutes
IBM’s® Practical, Hands-On Guide to Supporting and Administering Lotus Notes
and Lotus Domino This is the only book that focuses entirely on the specific
technical, desk-side, and infrastructure issues that support professionals and
administrators encounter when implementing and running Lotus Notes in
production environments. Authored by one of IBM’s top Lotus experts, it draws on
the firsthand experiences of IBM professionals working in hundreds of client
environments. Mark Elliott has created a true “encyclopedia” of proven resolutions
to common problems and has streamlined processes for infrastructure support.
Elliott systematically addresses support solutions for all recent Lotus Notes and
Domino environments. Survival Guide for Lotus Notes and Domino Administrators
is organized for rapid access to specific solutions in three key areas: client setup,
technical support, and client software management. It brings together best
practices for planning deployments, managing upgrades, addressing issues with
mail and calendars, configuring settings based on corporate policies, and
optimizing the entire support delivery process. Along the way, Elliott illuminates
the administrative and support implications of the latest enhancements to Lotus
Notes and Lotus Domino, in areas ranging from messaging to plug-in support.
Whatever your role in managing, administering, or supporting IBM Lotus
technologies, this book will help you respond more quickly, efficiently, and
effectively—reducing support costs as you increase customer satisfaction.
Coverage includes An overview to key software changes introduced in Release 8.0
Resolutions to dozens of error messages and other obscure issues Using the
“Smart Upgrade” toolkit to automate upgrades Implementing policies to manage
client settings and reduce administrative overhead Optimizing Lotus Notes
performance and avoid user frustration Making the most of technical support tools
and plug-ins Finding technical support and patches on the IBM developerWorks
website Configuring Lotus Notes and supporting common activities

How to Use Lotus Notes 6
Get to grips with a new technology, understand what it is and what it can do for
you, and then get to work with the most important features and tasks.A Packt
Instant How-to guide, which provides a quick and easy way to get started with IBM
Lotus Notes 8.5.3.If you are brand new to Lotus Notes, a seasoned professional, or
you are coming from Microsoft Outlook, this book will enable you to work smarter
not harder in Lotus Notes 8.5.3.

IBM Lotus Notes 8.5 User Guide
This book provides a set of policies and procedures designed to strike this balance,
to provide Just Enough Governance for Lotus Notes. Firstly, it presents an IT
governance philosophy for Lotus Notes that can protect the company without
stifling develope

XPages Extension Library
This book covers the upcoming Domino server upgrade, which includes expanded
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Internet connectivity features. The text presents experienced first-hand
perspective on Notes messaging, replication, security, scheduling, and calendaring.

Upgrading to Lotus Notes and Domino 7
Explains the basics of Lotus Notes, including how to participate in discussion
databases, how to format text, how to replicate data, and how to use advanced
mail features

Fast Track CLP Lotus Notes/Domino 5 Application Development
IBM’s® Practical, Hands-On Guide to Supporting and Administering Lotus Notes
and Lotus Domino This is the only book that focuses entirely on the specific
technical, desk-side, and infrastructure issues that support professionals and
administrators encounter when implementing and running Lotus Notes in
production environments. Authored by one of IBM’s top Lotus experts, it draws on
the firsthand experiences of IBM professionals working in hundreds of client
environments. Mark Elliott has created a true “encyclopedia” of proven resolutions
to common problems and has streamlined processes for infrastructure support.
Elliott systematically addresses support solutions for all recent Lotus Notes and
Domino environments. Survival Guide for Lotus Notes and Domino Administrators
is organized for rapid access to specific solutions in three key areas: client setup,
technical support, and client software management. It brings together best
practices for planning deployments, managing upgrades, addressing issues with
mail and calendars, configuring settings based on corporate policies, and
optimizing the entire support delivery process. Along the way, Elliott illuminates
the administrative and support implications of the latest enhancements to Lotus
Notes and Lotus Domino, in areas ranging from messaging to plug-in support.
Whatever your role in managing, administering, or supporting IBM Lotus
technologies, this book will help you respond more quickly, efficiently, and
effectively—reducing support costs as you increase customer satisfaction.
Coverage includes An overview to key software changes introduced in Release 8.0
Resolutions to dozens of error messages and other obscure issues Using the
“Smart Upgrade” toolkit to automate upgrades Implementing policies to manage
client settings and reduce administrative overhead Optimizing Lotus Notes
performance and avoid user frustration Making the most of technical support tools
and plug-ins Finding technical support and patches on the IBM developerWorks
website Configuring Lotus Notes and supporting common activities

10 Minute Guide to Lotus Notes Mail 4.5
In this IBM Redbook, we describe how to develop applications with IBM Lotus
Domino Designer 6. With Domino Designer, you are able to create applications
hosted by a Domino server. These applications can be used by different clients,
such as Notes clients, Web browsers or mobile devices. We introduce, and show in
detail, how you can use all the design elements of Domino Designer, such as
forms, pages, views, agents, outlines, resources and framesets. Readers who are
familiar with developing applications using Release 5 of Lotus Domino may want to
start at Chapter 12, which introduces the new features in Domino 6.0, and continue
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from there. In the chapters toward the end of the book, we discuss the different
programming languages, @functions, LotusScript, JavaScript, and Java, that can be
used in Domino. We detail how to manipulate rich text objects by programming, as
well as XML, in Domino. This redbook was written for technical specialists,
developers and programmers, customers, IBM Business Partners, and the IBM and
Lotus community who need technical understanding of how to develop applications
using IBM Lotus Domino Designer 6.0.

Lotus Domino R5 Clustering
Use the new XPages Extension Library to build state-of-the art web and mobile
applications more easily - and get them to market faster! * *The first and only
complete guide to next-generation Domino development with IBM's powerful new
XPages Extensibility Framework. *Begins where Mastering XPages left off: gives a
loyal community of IBM Lotus XPages users crucial information on the XPages
Extension Library's breakthrough capabilities. *By an all-star team of XPages
experts inside and outside IBM. The XPages Extensibility Framework is one of the
most powerful new features built into IBM Lotus Notes Domino 8.5.2. Using it,
developers can build their own artifacts and move far beyond XPages' out-of-thebox features. XPages extensibility has already spawned the creation of many
exciting new user interface components that are freely available to the global
Lotus development community. Now, a team of all-star XPages experts from inside
and outside IBM show developers how to take full advantage of the XPages
Extensibility Framework, Extension Library, Extensibility API, and the growing
portfolio of components built with them. The authors walk through installing and
configuring the XPages Extension Library, integrating it with Lotus Notes Designer,
and using new XPages components to quickly build state-of-the-art web and mobile
applications. Combining reference material and practical use cases, it serves as a
step-by-step guide for XPages developers at all levels of experience.

Mastering XPages
Discusses the basics of using the Web navigator including searching, using links,
downloading, and sharing Web pages

XPages Portable Command Guide
Covers e-mail, scheduling, calendars, customizing, and attachments.

IBM Lotus Notes 8.5 User Guide
The IBM Lotus Sametime 8.5.2 Administration Guide uses a practical, no-nonsense
approach to give you the essential information you need. Using realistic scenarios,
you learn how to configure and maintain your environment to meet your needs and
take advantage of the flexibility offered in Sametime 8.5.2. If you are responsible
for installing and administering Sametime 8.5.2, then this book is for you. If you're
completely new to Sametime administration, this book will serve as your roadmap.
If you're making the jump from a prior version of Sametime, then you'll see how
Sametime 8.5.2 differs and how you work with the new configuration. Even if you
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already have Sametime 8.5.2 up and running, this guide will answer those
questions you may still have of why and how the various server components work.

Lotus Notes and Domino R5
10 minutes is all you need to learn how to address e-mail with ease; send, read,
and reply to messages; use the Calendar and Scheduling Tools; attach files to your
documents; master linking and embedding; fine-tune Mail to fit your needs; and
use Lotus Notes Mail remotely when you travel.

Using Domino Workflow
This practical tutorial walks through the new features of the Lotus Notes/Domino
8.5.3 suite and documents technical features in a descriptive way, with examples
and useful screenshots. The book also discusses likely problems you might face
while upgrading, and shows you how to get the most out of the exciting new
features. This book is for Lotus Notes power users, administrators, and developers
working with any version of Lotus Notes/Domino, who want to upgrade to Lotus
Notes/Domino 8.5.3. Additionally, it can be leveraged by management to gain a
high-level understanding of the new features and capabilities offered within the
products.

Lotus Domino Enterprise Connection Services (DECS)
Master Online Enterprise Communication with Lotus Sametime 8 with this User
book and eBook.

Sams Teach Yourself Lotus Notes and Domino R5 Development
in 21 Days
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for Lotus Notes Professionals! With 100
Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations Because Lotus Notes is known for
its broad spectrum of functionality, the Lotus specialist must be comfortable
handling the diverse situations that arise when managing such a system. No other
guide walks the administrator through the common challenges to be faced on the
job like Lotus Notes Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations. Use this book
to evaluate your candidate or to prepare yourself for the interview. Either way, this
guide will keep you current! No other guide aids the administrator in preparation
for actual complications with system maintenance and troubleshooting quite like
this one - from the perspective of the Lotus Notes administrator. More than just a
walkthrough for 'dummies, ' this guide explains the highest lever of user
knowledge to help you secure that administrator title. Key interview topics include:
. Daily Administration Tasks . System Performance Monitoring . Lotus Domino
Integration . System Backup . Common performance issues

Lotus Notes Domino 8
This book speaks to the professional administrator who must set up, configure,
maintain, and troubleshoot a multi-tasked network environment. Rob Kirkland
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attacks the technology at the professional level, with practical-hands-on assistance
to get Domino 5 running.
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